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1. Explore the novel’s title. How does the description of Spartan 

life in chapter 4 compare to the life of a U.S. soldier in the twenty-

first century? Why was Conrad drawn to classicism? Did he 

experience any of those ideals as a modern American warrior? 

 
2. If you were in Claire’s position, how would you respond to 

Conrad’s homecoming? Ultimately, what does he need from her, 

and from all his loved ones? What makes it hard for him get his 

needs met without turning people away? 

 
3. What are some of the differences between Marshall’s and 

Lydia’s approaches to their children? Despite her career as a 

successful therapist, why is Lydia mystified by Conrad’s 

symptoms, culminating in chapter 24, when she rejects his rage by 

telling him, “I can’t stand this. Con, you have to do something 

about this”? 

 
4. How did Ali change Conrad’s perspective on privilege and 

political struggles? What common fears did they share? 

 
5. As Conrad observes the dramatic changes in Go-Go’s value system, what does he discover about the way he 

and his friends have changed since graduation? Are we our true selves during our college years, or is that just 

an experimental phase? Do the demands of adulthood transform us into our true selves? 

 
6. From chapter 5, where the factions of Fallujah are explained, what clarity did you gain? How did an 

American soldier’s duties in Iraq compare to those of armed forces in Vietnam and Korea? 

 
7. While being with Jenny, what does Conrad discover about growing older and the changes that took place 

while he was away? As he walks familiar ground in Katonah and Manhattan, what has changed within him? 

What did his military service cost him? 

 
8. What does Conrad’s hear trending experience with the VA and his session with Dr. Chandler reveal about the 

high suicide rates among U.S. soldiers and veterans? What would it take to fully fund psychiatric care in the 

military and rank it alongside weapons and armor in importance? 

 
9. As Conrad remembers Carleton, Olivera, Anderson, and others, what emotions does he experience beyond 

guilt? How does his network of survivors cope with the seemingly trivial, naive nature of civilian life? 
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10. Everyone in Conrad’s world seems to have a purpose tied to meaningful work. Despite his dam- aged 

psyche, Conrad tries to find a new mission, enrolling in an economics class and forcing himself through the 

GMAT. How did his perception of a meaningful life radically change when he enlisted? 

 

11. What truths are finally spoken at the end of chapter 24? How does the Farrells’ response to trauma 

compare to your family’s? Throughout the novel, Conrad told himself that he must keep certain truths from his 

family. Was he right? 

 
12. What makes Conrad’s relationship with Ollie special? What is Ollie able to see and do that the other 

family members—and the VA clinician—can’t? 

 
13. In what ways can fiction sometimes capture reality better than a history book? How did Conrad’s story affect 

your understanding of the challenges faced by veterans and the aftermath of modern warfare? 

 
14. What themes of healing are woven throughout this and other fiction you’ve read by Roxana 

Robinson? What is both unique and universal about Conrad’s experience? 
 

 

 

About the Author 

Roxana Robinson is the author of four previous novels, three collections of short stories, and the 

biography Georgia O’Keeffe: A Life. Her work has appeared in The Atlantic, The New Yorker, 

Harper’s Magazine, The Washington Post, The Wall Street Journal, More, and Vogue, among other 

publications. 
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